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interview: james alex 

What was your route towards becoming a creative artist?  

ja: Art is not something I studied, although I did do the mandatory art classes in 

primary and secondary school. I have always been creative in regard to making things 

and being creative, whether that’s making candles, sewing or painting. My brothers 

are creative in art and writing so I guess it runs in the family. 

 

What particularly intrigues you with painting, and why abstract themes in 

particular? 

ja: Painting intrigues me because of how the paint can be easily manipulated to 

produce a perfect picture or even an imperfect picture if you wish. Painting is about 
closing off from whatever else is happening and just focusing on that one thing for a 
while, a relaxation or de-stress. It’s also exciting as I don’t know how it’s going to turn 
out. Painting for me has always been something I dip in and out of from time to time. I 
have been painting for over 20 years but I never felt it was good enough to show 
anyone other than family and friends. Not being, shall we say ofay with the different 
terms for art I didn’t actually know my work was abstract until quite recently. Abstract 
was not something I had been taught in the limited art classes I have had. We always 
had to draw/paint the fruit bowl or an object in art class (not something I could do). 
With my earlier work, which I don’t have anymore, I always tried to paint something 
recognisable but it always came out wrong so I would just create something. I want to 
say I looked at it as a mess. Not that I am calling abstract work a mess! I just didn’t 
have the correct term for it then. Because I can’t draw or paint perfect pictures I 
started putting different colours together creating shapes and using different tools to 
achieve a certain look and that’s how, I guess, I fell into abstract painting. 

 

You use a lot of vibrant colour in your work. What is it about colour that excites 

you?  

ja: I use vibrant colours simply because I see them as positive and being able to 

bring about positivity when looking at the painting. I think my main aim is to create 
something that can bring a little cheer to the person looking at it. Something someone 
can enjoy looking at every day, something that can be looked at and could ignite a 
little happy memory in their mind. Not necessarily a memory of the painting but a 
memory that makes them do a little smile to themselves.   
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interview: james alex 

How did your ‘Interrupted Recordings’ series come about? 

ja: ‘Interrupted Recordings’ started this epic new painting journey that I am on. I had 

been placed on furlough for 3 weeks, due to the lockdown that was put in place. I had 

spent the first week sorting the garden out and was wondering what to do next. I 

decided on doing some painting and one day I was in the bathroom just finishing up 

brushing my teeth and noticed some plastic combs on the side, the sort that come in 

packs that you buy when you need one but the shop you’re in only sells packs of 3 

million! And I thought to myself ‘what pattern would that make’ so I picked some 

colours, nice and bright, and started using the comb. I liked the effect it had and 

started doing some others. They reminded me of vinyl records and how any 

movement near the record player or a scratch made the needle jump. Thus 

interrupting the song that was playing. This in turn reminded me of my teenage years 

listening to vinyl records in my bedroom where stepping on the floor made the needle 

jump. A little happy memory. Then my partner suggested showing them and helped 

me set up an online blog and got me to go on Instagram. 

  

Do you plan work, or is there an element of free expression?  

ja: There is a small element of planning in terms of the colours I’m going to use. 

What object I have found to use to paint with. The rest is all a free fall. Which I have 

found is not always a good thing as I have on occasions gone too far and completely 

ruined a piece. Which means that’s a start over, usually with a black background! 

 

How would you like others to interpret your work?  

ja: I normally say ‘see whatever you want to see, I don’t want to tell you what to see’. 

I recently thought about this with my current work. I was naming the work by what I 
saw in the painting and thought by naming it I am manipulating the viewer into seeing 
what I’m seeing rather than letting them see what they want to see. I may have to 
start just numbering my work. It’s something I will have to look into.  
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interview: james alex 

Are you working on anything specifically project-wise?  

ja: I am looking at or thinking about a new series of works. I have a habit of changing 

my style quite a lot. I feel I am still experimenting with my work. I guess before the 

lockdown I never really sat down and thought about painting, it was just something I 

did every now and then. Project wise I find it quite difficult because I have a full time 

job which I love doing and for me the painting is still very much a hobby that I do to 

relax. I don’t think I would enjoy painting as much if I started to have deadlines and 

needing to do certain works by a certain time. I have to be free to be able to create in 

my own time. This may make it harder to show work but I am a stubborn person and 

if I decide I am going to do something then I will give it my all to do it. 

 

Do you have any possible upcoming exhibitions or events later this year that 

you’d like to mention?  

ja: At the moment I don’t have anything planned but I will be applying and trying to 

get my work out there as much as I can. 

 

And where can your work be found on and offline?  

ja: Some of my work is currently being shown on Sydenham Arts Trail website (A 

local art group) https://sydenhamarts.co.uk/artists-trail/ 

A side/B side from my ‘Interrupted Recordings’ series also featured on their virtual 

gallery in June this year. 

You can follow me on Instagram @jamesalexart  

My website is https://jamesalexartist.blogspot.com  
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interview: james alex 

Artwork: 

Page 66: Interrupted Recordings 1 (detail), 2020 

Page 68: Interrupted Recordings 1 (detail), 2020 

Page 69: Interrupted Recordings , A side B side, 2020 

Page 71: Interrupted Recordings Illuminate, 2020 

Page 73: Florals, 2020 

Page 75: Waterfall, 2020 

Page 76: Goldmine, 2020 
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first word: from the editor 

portfolio: Maria Aslan: an Argentina based fine artist. Maria works in a richly 

layered process of creative work and imagination. Her work is powerfully spontaneous 

and confident. Maria is an artist who definitely needs to be seen more of. Inspirational 

is proud to be able to feature her work in this issue. 

interview: James Alex: a UK based fine art painter. James abstract pieces are 

rich in colour, and bold in dynamics. He is an artist that is never afraid to experiment, 

never afraid to move out of the comfort zone. Inspirational is proud to feature James 

work on the cover of this issue. 

portfolio: Holger Frischkorn: a Germany based fine artist. Holger produces 

extraordinary figurative pieces, arresting visual work that is so unmistakeably original 

to the artist. Inspirational is proud to feature, in association with Raw Art Foundation, 

the work of this exceptional and unique artist. 

  

 John Hopper: Inspirational editor 
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